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No sparring allowed on premises without a G-Six Boxing coach present.
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TUGGERAH TIMETABLE 
G-Six Boxing 

4/6 Morton Close, Tuggerah 
NSW 2259



BEGINNERS 
This class aims to give newer members an introduction to the fundamentals of boxing. This session provides a great 

boxing base & cardio workout that becomes the perfect stepping stone for keen fitness enthusiasts to enter into the 

world of more advanced boxing if they choose.  

TRAIN LIKE A FIGHTER  
These classes are advanced sessions for experienced boxers, who wish to train like a fighter without the contact or 

pressure of a fight. These classes will follow a similar drill, skill and conditioning structure to our Fighters programs, 

aiming to up-skill boxers through more advanced boxing and conditioning components. 

One session per week will include optional sparring, for people who want to put their skills to practice in the ring. 

FIGHTERS  
The Fighters time slot is for our Red vs Blue and G-Six League Fighters only; members must be enrolled in these 

programs to participate. The mentality from coaches & fighters in these sessions is very different from general classes. 

If you’d like more information, please feel free to chat to staff on-site or send us an enquiry. 

Red vs Blue is our specific 12-14 week progressive program for everyday people who wish to train for their first 

fight. No previous fighting experience is necessary; RVB will teach you all you need to know before your first fight at 

the end of the program.  

G-Six League is for members with previous Red vs Blue fight experience, who are training ti fight in G-Six’s local 

amateur boxing comp. It’s also designed for new members who have fight experience wanting to compete in Central 

Coast-based boxing competitions. League training is not introductory level, and is for those who are serious about 

gaining regular fight experience in a competitive environment. 

JUNIORS 
This class is opened to ages twelve to seventeen.  Although some teens are working towards fighting, not all teens are 

expected to participate in contact and are more than welcome to train for fitness, skills and fun! Our trainers are 

happy to have a chat with you about junior classes, so feel free to chat to staff or contact us if you have any questions. 

*SUGAR RAY SATURDAY - Saturdays at G-Six Kincumber* 
Although members are always free to travel between gyms, we encourage members to come and be a part of a 

community session and join in on Sugar-Ray Saturday at Kincumber at 6:30am. This OPEN session is any given 

mashup of boxing basics, skills, drills and conditioning rounds. Our Saturday morning sessions have become iconic at 

G-Six for not only the training aspects involved, but also the banter & laughs, old school music and mix of training and 

community.


